SEGA™ Fighting Vipers

Quick Setup
- Should be done by Service Personnel only!

Here are directions for installing the game:

1) Turn the power OFF for the Cabinet.

2) Open the rear service door of the Cabinet by removing the two shipping screws and using the key.

3) Verify all harness connections are inserted firmly (shipping vibrations may cause them to loosen).

4) Close the back door of the cabinet.

5) Plug AC cord (located in coin box) into back of unit

6) Turn the Power ON for the Cabinet.

7) You can adjust the coin settings (Coin Assignments Screens) and game play options (Each Game Test Screens ) by using the Service and Test buttons. Open the Control Panel by unlocking the two locks located underneath it. Swing open the Control Panel and note the Service and Test buttons on the hinge of the Control Panel. Push the TEST button to have the Test Menu appear. Use the Service button to select a setting and Test button to enter the selection. Select Exit to finish.

8) Simply follow the prompts on the screen. Refer to the Fighting Vipers Game Service Manual for further details.